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Delhivery is a provider of logistics solutions for e-

commerce companies. It offers fulfillment

services that include last-mile delivery service,

third-party and transit warehousing, reverse

logistics, payment collection and more.
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Prosus Ventures, Dragoneer, and Wellington

Management
USD 255 M SERIES F

STARTUP ABOUT DEAL SIZE ROUND INVESTORS

USD 275 M SERIES H

Accel Partners, Falcon Edge Capital and

Norwest Venture Partners
USD 50 M SERIES A

GIC, Qualcomm Ventures LLC and existing

investors Tiger Global and Falcon Edge
USD 50 M SERIES C

Locus is a provider of cloud and AI-based

logistics management software. Its features

include route optimization, fleet management,

tracking and analytics, automated shipment

sorting etc.

UrbanCompany is an app-based platform to find

& book multiple local services such as

beauty/wellness, home repair, yoga training,

cleaning, pest control & more. Users can book

the services via app by making an online

payment.

Mensa Brands’ business model involves investing

working capital and picking up equity in other

D2C startups and scaling their brands' presence

online.

Fidelity Management and Research Company



epiFi launched India's first neo bank focused on

salaried millennials called Fi Money. Fi Money is a

full stack mobile-first neo bank with features like

an intelligent assistant #AskFi, Stash, FiT rules

and more. 

Jai Kisan provides an integrated input and

produces a supply chain solution for farmers. It

offers a fintech platform connecting farmers with

finance providers facilitating finance solutions. 

LambdaTest is a cloud-based cross-browser

testing solutions provider. The features of the

product include integrated debugging,

geolocation testing, bug detection, live &

automated testing, collaboration, etc.

Slice is a fintech startup focused on India’s

youngsters. It aims to build a smart, simple, and

transparent financial platform to redesign the

financial experience for the millennials.
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STARTUP ABOUT DEAL SIZE ROUND INVESTORS

USD 15.5 M -
Japan-based Gunosy Capital, EMVC, Kunal

Shah, Better Capital, and Das Capital

USD 30 M SERIES A Mirae Asset and Syngenta Ventures

USD 12 M Sequoia Capital and Ribbit CapitalSERIES A

USD 16 M SERIES A
Sequoia Capital India, Telstra Ventures and

Wamda Capital
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STARTUP ABOUT DEAL SIZE ROUND INVESTORS

A91 Partners, Blume Ventures and a clutch of

angel investors
USD 6.16 M

Exotel is a cloud telephony service provider

offering products like IVR to connect callers with

various departments, recording calls for training

customer support, offering real-time delivery

status info or reducing response time.

 Khosla Ventures

-
MV Opportunities India(MVO), A$AP Capital,

AngelList and PA Fund I

USD 6 M

USD 4.4 M

-

-

PagarBook is a contingent workforce

management tool. It provides a platform to

manage attendance, salary, advance payment,

and work basis staff. It also offers to manage

daily wage, a monthly wage, and leaves

management.  

SEED ROUND Matrix Partners India and 021 Capital USD 3 M

Good Health Clinic a digital health clinic that

provides a full-stack solution for patients with

conditions like hair fall, sexual health, weight loss,

and skin problems.

Crejo.Fun operates as a digital extracurricular

learning platform that aims to help children

discover their passions and interests through

creative learning.



MYBYK is a subscription based bicycle rental

service currently operating in Ahmedabad,

Vadodara and Anand as of May 2017. Customers

can rent bicycles for certain subscription periods

(30, 180 and 360 day subscriptions) to aid first

mile and last mile connectivity. 4/7

STARTUP ABOUT DEAL SIZE ROUND INVESTORS

Northern Arc Capital, a leading digital debt

platform
USD 3 M

Holisol provides end-to-end logistics

management services including purchase order

management, distribution management, cargo

consolidation, project logistics, etc. 

3One4 Capital

PRE SERIES A
Avon Cycles and angel investors

USD 1 M

USD 1 M

DEBT ROUND

Breathe Well-being is here to help people move

towards a healthy life and reduce their risk of

chronic diseases. The program has helped

10,000+ members to lose weight, reduce blood

sugar and prevent health complications.

FlipitNews is building a community of financial

literates and capital market enthusiasts using

Artificial Intelligence (AI), Data Science (DS) and

Natural Language Processing (NLP). 

-USD 2.5 M SEED ROUND

PRE SERIES A



Spardha online is an online platform for music

learning. It offers guitar and keyboard lessons. It

also provides digital instrument and voice

recording courses for professionally recorded

song courses
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STARTUP ABOUT DEAL SIZE ROUND INVESTORS

HNIs and angels such as Ankit Nagori, Neeraj

Aggarwal and Abhishek Nag
USD 0.5 M

Bambinos, an ed-tech startup, is building an

ecosystem of extracurricular learnings to make

kids smart with a realization that each child has

unique intelligence that needs to be identified &

developed.

SIDBI’s India SME

PRE SERIES A Inflection Point Ventures

USD 0.4 M SERIES C

SEED ROUND

KreditBee is a digital lending platform developed

to assist young professionals with their personal

finances.

USD 0.42 M

Avishkaar is a technology company that provides

DIY kits and learning programs for STEAM

education. It offers various products which

include DIY robotics kit, Aviskaar maker board,

Avishkaar 3D printer, and more.

PRE SERIES A Auxano and Mumbai AngelsUSD 0.68 M



Convin is a conversation intelligence platform that

helps remote sales teams to understand

conversations on a deeper levels.
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STARTUP ABOUT DEAL SIZE ROUND INVESTORS

Titan capital and 9UnicornsPRE SEED ROUNDUSD 0.35 M

Klassroom offers a one-of-a-kind LIVE interactive

learning experience to students. Klassroom has

teachers, from top Institutions, teaching extensive

courses to students of ICSE, CBSE, and State

Boards from classes 8 to 12, IIT-JEE, NEET, CA, and

other competitive exams through LIVE classes &

Klassroom Platform.

USD 0.2 M PRE SERIES A 
ah! Ventures, Startup Angels Network, Growth

Sense, and Meteor Ventures

Jobsgaar is the world’s first job discovery bot

integrated into WhatsApp that helps

workers/businesses in hyperlocal job/opportunity

discovery without downloading any app.

USD 0.14 M SEED ROUND SucSEED Indovation Fund, and angels

ThatMate is a social enterprise focused on the

sexual education of rural Indian children for topics

and subject matter that is usually avoided because

of cultural barriers. 

USD 0.14 M SEED ROUND
Rebalance Angel Community and a

clutch of angels
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OTHER UPDATES AND M&A DEALS

RoundGlass, a global wellbeing company, acquired Bengaluru-headquartered fitness discovery platform Gympik Health Solutions for an

undisclosed sum.

Binny Bansal co-founded xto10x acquired HR tech startup Dockabl for an undisclosed value.

https://yourstory.com/2021/06/roundglass-acquires-fitness-discovery-platform-gympik-health-solutions/amp
https://yourstory.com/2021/06/binny-bansal-co-founded-xto10x-acquires-hr-tech-startup-dockabl/amp

